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The translation of the following study by the late Professor D. Dorošenko 
comprises two chapters from his Ohljad unkj'àinskoï istoriohrajïi (A Survey 
of Ukrainian Historiography, Prague, 1923) entitled “The Ukrainian Chron
icles of the Seventeenth Century; The Cossack Chronicles,” and “The Cossack 
Chroniclers.” Additional footnotes have been supplied by Professor O. 
Ohloblyn.

I

The writing of chronicles in the Ukraine continued throughout 
the Lithuanian and Polish periods, and as in the times of the 
ancient Kiev state, the chronicles were written for the most part 
in the monasteries. This type of history writing reached its peak 
in the seventeenth century when it also transcended the narrow 
bonds of dry records and assumed the form of pragmatic history 
with some attempts at a synthesis. The writing of the chronicles 
at the same time ceased to be the exclusive preoccupation of the 
clergy and friars; there appeared the so-called “Cossack chron
icles/’ written by layman, often members of the Cossack Host, 
who took an active part in or were witnesses of the events they 
described. As a result of the greatly increased national consciousness 
which reached its climax during the times of Hetman Chmelnyćkyj, 
nearly all the historical works of the seventeenth century were 
imbued with ardent patriotism. The following are the most im
portant works of that period:

Litopyscy Volyni i Ukrainy, is an early seventeenth century col
lection which once belonged to the son of the Kiev mayor, Bohdan 
Balyka, and later to the monk Ilja Koščakovskyj. Today it is pre
served in the Ossolineum Libray in Lviv.1 It contains a compilation

* This is the second in the series of translations of Ukrainian source materials (v. The 
Annals, No. 1.).

1 After the Second World War the Ossolineum Library was moved to Krakow; the fate 
of its separate collections is not known.
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of old Ukrainian and Lithuanian chronicles, notes on the Moscow 
war of 1612 by B. Balyka, biographies of the Metropolitans of Kiev 
from 988 to 1590, a Ukrainian translation of Opalinski’s Diary of 
the Chotyn war, and various other notes

Hustynś\yj Litopys, covers the period from the beginning of 
the Kiev state to 1597. When it was re-copied and completed in 
1670 by the hieromonach Mychajlo Losyckyj of the Hustynśkyj 
Pryluckyj Monastyr, this compilation of Ukrainian and Polish 
chronicles was entitled Krojnika. It begins with the Chronicle of 
Nestor and contains the Halyč-Volhynian Chronicle recounting 
the relations of Ukrainian lands with Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, 
Muscovy, Crimea, and Turkey. It extends to the year 1597 and 
ends with a chapter O nač ale \oza\ov, based on works by Sarnicki 2 
and Bielski. 3 Losyckyj’s original contribution begins with the 
chapter on the early Cossack period, which is followed by chap
ters on the new calendar, 4 the church union, and on polemical 
defense of the Orthodox faith and Ukrainian nationhood. The 
main inspiration of the whole work is love of one’s country which 
is held to be innate in everyone, drawing all toward it like a mag
net. Hence the author of the chronicle expresses the hope that the 
historical past may not be hidden from the Ukrainian people.

Mezyhorśhyj  Ru\opys, dating from the seventeenth century, 
contains the chronicles of Kiev and Volhynian lands (1393-1611 
and 1612-1620 years), and also the chronicle of the Mezyhorśkyj 
Monastyr (near Kiev) from 1608-1700, which is very important 
for any historian of the city of Kiev or of the Cossack period and 
is written in an engaging style. Both chronicles were published by 
V. Antonovyč (Sborni\ letopisej otnossjaščychsja \  istorii Južnoj 
і Zapadnoj Rossii, Kiev, 1888).

Lvivskyj Litopys (so called by the Galician scholar, D. Zubryckyj,

2 Stanislaw Sarnicki, born 1530, a Calvinist preacher in Krakow, was the author of 
Descriptio veteris et novae Poloniae (1595) and Annales sive de origine et rebus gestis 
polonorum et lithuanorum, libri VIII, (1587).

3 Marcin Bielski, the author of Kronika swiata\ his son, Joachim, continued in his 
father’s work and wrote Kronika Polska which terminated with the year 1599 and con
tained one chapter entitled O kozakach-

4 The Gregorian Calendar (New Style) was founded in 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII.



since it was found in Lviv) from 1498 to 1649, records events from 
1498 to 1626 very briefly; but beginning with 1630, the annual 
entries are much more detailed and deal with events in the Kievan 
lands, Podolia, and Galicia. The author, a Podolian, studied in 
Medžybož in 1621, lived in Kiev 1626, and became a monk of 
the Mezyhorśkyj Monastyr. Kulis assumed that he was a Galician. 
The Litopys has been printed several times (e.g. in Nau\ovy 
Sborn i Lviv, 1867).

Chmelnyćkyj Litopys, from 1636 to 1650, is most valuable for 
any study of the history of the early period of Chmelnyckyj be
cause of the information it contains about the destruction of the 
country during the wars. It was printed as a supplement to the 
Litopys of Samovydec, Kiev, 1878.

A PodiU\yj Litopys also existed, but it has not been preserved.
Apart from these chronicles we still have also many complete or 

fragmentary monasterial chronicles, containing general as well as 
specific information about life in the neighborhood of the monas
teries:

Hustynśkyj Litopys (1600-1641).
Mhars\yj Litopys (of the Mharśkyj Monastyr near Lubni in 

the province of Poltava) contains fragments dated between 1682 
and 1775. The story “About the Building of the Stone Church 
of the Transfiguration in the Mhar Monastery” is most valuable 
because it provides us with very important information about the 
construction of stone churches in the Ukraine in the second half 
of the seventeenth century. It was printed in the Kievskaja Starina, 
1889, IV-VI, with a preface by O. Lazarevskyj.

Chronicle of the Motronyn'skyj Monastyr (Čyhyryn district) from 
1516 to 1749. Fragments from it were published by Mykola Bilo- 
zerśkyj in Juznorussi\ija Letopisi, Kiev, 1854.

The Chronicle of the Satanovskyj Monastyr (in Podolia), was 
written in Polish, and copied by the Uniate abbot, Modest Sylnyckyj 
between 1770 and 1793. It is preserved in the Ossolineum Library 
in Lviv.

The Chronicle of the Pidhorećkyj Monastyr (in Galicia, near 
Brody), from 1659 to 1715, entitled Sinopsis Hi \rat\oje sobranie
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istorij. It gives details about Dorosenko’s expeditions in alliance 
with the Turks in 1672 and in later years. Excerpts from it were 
published by Ivan Franko in Kievs\a]a Starina, 1890, VII.

Krojnika monastyrja sv. Mychàila cer\ve Zolotoverchoho of 
the second half of the sixteenth century was based chiefly on the 
Polish chronicle of M. Bielski.

The church chronicle of Dobromil (in Galicia), covers the period 
1648-1700, and was printed by V. Antonovyč in Sborni\ Letopisej, 
Kiev, 1888.

Even in the second half of the sixteenth century the older type 
of chronicles (Litopysy) were yielding to a new kind (Kroniky), 
composed, according to the Polish tradition, in the form of prag
matic treatises, although at the same time preserving the general 
character of compilations from various older and foreign sources. 
The composition of such chronicles had become very widespread 
in the seventeenth century, especially during the second half, in 
connection with the great national and political movement at that 
time which, after Chmelnyckyj’s attempts to re-establish an inde
pendent Ukrainian state, led to the creation of the Hetman State 
on the left bank 5 of the Dnieper. The authors of such chronicles, 
which also bear the names of “histories” and “synopses” were 
mostly clerics. Among the more important works in that group 
are the chronicles of T. Safonovyč, P. Kochanovskyj, I. Gizel, and 
L. Bobolynskyj.

Theodosius Safonovyč was the abbot of the St. Michael Zoloto- 
verchyj Monastyr in Kiev between the years 1655 and 1672. In 
1672 he wrote a work entitled Krojnika z letopyscov starodavnych. 
The Polish source chiefly used was the work of M. Stryjkowski. 6 
The main purpose of Safonovyc’s work was to provide every 
Ukrainian with a survey of the nation’s history so that he might be 
able to answer questions about his country, since people who do 
not know their national origin, are regarded as fools. The author

5 Left-bank Ukraine — that part of the Ukraine on the left bank of the Dnieper.

6 Maciej Stryjkowski, a Polish historian of the sixteenth century. Author of Opisanie 
Sarmacyi europejskiej and Kronika Polska, Zmuds\a, Litews\a i wszystkiej Rusi (Królewiec, 
1582).
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openly acknowledged his debt to foreign sources, saying that he 
wrote down all he could find in various Ruthenian (ruśkyj) and 
Polish chroniclers.

The central theme of Safonovyc’s chronicle is the unity (sobor- 
nost) of all Ukrainian lands; he is iust as much concerned with 
the history of Galicia as he is with tb̂ . history of Kiev and Volhynia. 
He attempts to point to those factors in history which led to the 
creation of the Cossack state in the Ukraine. Although lacking 
literary talent, the author shows in this work great and sincere 
love for his country and genuine patriotism. His chronicle has not 
come down to us in the original; it exists only in copies. An edition 
of it was prepared by Professor S. Holubjev in the publications of 
the Kiev Archeographical Commission. 7

The chronicle of the hieromonach Pantelejmon Kochanovskyj, 
the administrator of the Pecerskyj Monastyr, written between 1681 
and 1682 under the title Obsyrnyj sinopsys Rus\ij, is really a com
pilation of source material from Ukrainian and Polish chronicles.

Inokentij Gizel, of German descent,was a pupil of Petro Mohyla, 
and was sent to study at foreign universities. Later he was put in 
charge of the Pecerskyj Monastyr’s printing press, was a professor 
and dean of the College and in 1656 became the archimandrate of 
the Pecerskyj Monastyr. He died in 1683. Gizel was one of the 
defenders of the independence of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
from the Moscow Patriarch. His main work is Sinopsis or a Short 
Collection, the first edition of which was published in 1674 in Kiev. 
The second edition appeared in 1678, and the third in 1680. Among 
the sources used by Gizel were the works of Stryjkowski, Kromer, 8 
Bielski, Guagnini,9 Długosz,10 Nestor, and several other for
eign chroniclers.

7 The events of 1917-20 and the death of Professor Holubjev were responsible for the 
abandonment of this publication.

8 Marcin Kromer (1512-1589), author of De origine et rebus gestis Polonorum.
9 Alessandro Guagnini (1538-1614), an Italian who served in the Polish army. Author 

ofSarmatiae Europeae descriptio (1581) and Rerum polonicarum tomi tres (Frankfurt, 
1584). A Polish translation of his first work containing a chapter on the Cossacks appeared 
in 1611. A Ukrainian translation was circulated in manuscript form.

Ю Jan Długosz (1514-1580), famous Polish historian, author of Annales seu cronicae 
inclyti regni Poloniae opera in 12 volumes, first published in Leipzig in 171.1.
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The material is arranged in the following order. The narration 
begins with an account of the origin of the Slavs who are regarded 
as descendants of Japhet, Mosoch, and other patriarchs. The gene
alogy of the Tsars is traced back to Augustus. The narrative takes 
us from accounts of the first Princes, and of the destruction of 
Kiev by the Tartars, directly to the expedition of Mamaj and to 
the battle on the Don between him and the Muscovite Prince 
Dmitry Ivanovic. There follows a description of the fate of Kiev 
under Lithuanian rule, and, immediately after it we learn of the 
establishment of the Patriarchate in Moscow. After a list of Kiev 
vojevodas and an account of the joining of the Ukraine to Muscovy, 
the book ends (in the second edition) with the Čyhyryn war of 
1677. “Although,” writes Ikonnikov,” the Synopsis does not omit 
Northern Russia, in fact it is nothing else except a history of the 
Kiev Principality, not of all Ruś” ( Opyt russ\oj istoriografii, II, 
p. 1556). The Synopsis became the most popular textbook of his
tory in the Ukraine, and even more so in Muscovy, where it was 
reprinted in many editions until the beginning of the nineteenth 
century.

Leontij Bobolynśkyj, the hieromonach of the Troićkyj Monastyr 
in Černyhiv wrote in 1699 the chronicle Litopysec. The whole 
work comprises 636 folios, of which the first 350 contain an account 
of world history up to the capture of Constantinople by the Turks. 
It is followed by a description of “the Turkish states, how they 
were created, and multiplied into these eastern lands,” and by 
accounts of Lithuanian and Polish history up to the time of Stefan 
Batory. The chronicle ends with chapters on Ukrainian history, the 
message of Isaija Kopinśkyj to Jeremi Wiśniowiecki, and a de
scription of the Čyhyryn campaigns of 1677 and 1678. Bobolyn- 
skyj’s chronicle which is written in beautiful Ukrainian, close to 
popular speech, was first published in 1854 as an appendix to 
Hrabjanka’s Chronicle (Archeographical Commission in Kiev), 
and there are several editions of i t .11

11 This comprised only a part of Bobolynskyj’s chronicle; the complete work has never 
been published.



II

The period of Chmelnyćkyj and the unprecedented eruption of 
national and spiritual energy caused by it were recorded in a 
rather special category of historical works, the so-called “Cossack 
Chronicles,” which began to be written in the second half of 
the seventeenth century, although the versions that have come 
down to us date only from the eighteenth century. The central 
theme of all of them is the age of Chmelnyćkyj, and some of them 
are devoted to it entirely, while others relate other events only 
by way of introduction. “All of them,” writes Ikonnikov,” repre
sent history, since the arrangement of events and especially the 
interpretation of facts are not devoid of some artifice, subjectivity, 
and even fantasy” (Opy truss koj istoriografii, II. pp. 1560-61). Their 
sources include not only old Ukrainian, Polish and other foreign 
chronicles, but also official documents, diaries, journals and log
books (which were kept in the Hetman’s Chancellery) and even 
works of poetry. The most characteristic examples of the “Cossack 
Chronicles” which are at the same time very important works 
in the field of Ukrainian historiography, are the chronicles of 
Samovydec, Velyčko, and Hrabjanka.

An unknown writer, who was later given the name of “Samo
vydec” (Eyewitness), was the author of the book O počatou і 
pryčynach vojny Chmelnyćkoho (Origin and Cause of Chmel
nyćkyj’s War) which deals with the period from 1648 up to 1702. 
The author came from Western Ukraine; during the “Ruin” 
(Ruina) he moved to Siveria, where he wrote his work. The actual 
writing was not begun before 1672, although preparation for it 
must have started earlier. It is very likely that the author came 
from a family of small gentry and was a Chancellery clerk, which 
made it possible for him to be well acquainted with the world 
of diplomacy. He describes the sieges of Smolensk in 1654 and 
of Riga in 1655, of which he was an eyewitness. He was present 
at the conference in Čyhyryn in 1657, took part in the diplomatic 
mission during the time of Jurij Chmelnyćkyj in 1660, and was 
one of the supporters of Somko. He also gives us an eyewitness 
account of the election of Mnohohrišnyj in 1669, and we can
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assume that he must have lived for some time at Starodub, since 
from 1676 onwards he describes events around that town in great 
detail.

Samovydec is critical of Hetman Samojlovyc (pp. 169-171), yet 
he is friendly to Mazepa, emphasizing his descent from “old 
Ukrainian gentry renowned in military history” (p. 171). He 
praises Somko and the Chief of Staff ( \osovyj) Sirko, and for 
various reasons dislikes Brjuchoveckyj, Vyhov śkyj, Dorošenko, and 
Samojlovyc. As a devout Christian he does not approve of the al
liance between Dorošenko and the Turks. A convinced monarchist, 
he shows great loyalty to Polish King and Moscow Tsar alike. 
Referring to the oath of allegiance to the latter, he writes that 
“throughout the Ukraine, the people were eager to take it and 
there was a great joy among them” (p. 36). At the same time 
Samovydec is a champion of the nobles and the gentry; all his 
sympathies are on the side of the Cossacks living in townships 
and not with those on the Sic. He is a great believer in enlighten
ment and science.

Samovydec is as well acquainted with European affairs as he 
is with Ukrainian; this is manifest in his references to the war 
between Austro-Hungary and Turkey in 1683-1691. He is given 
to moralizing and likes to appraise historical personages and their 
actions from the viewpoint of his own religious, social, and po
litical convictions. His Chronicle is written in beautiful Ukrainian 
showing marked affinity with the vernacular. It was first pub
lished by O. Bodjanśkyj in Čtenija of the Moscow Society of History 
and Antiquities; it appeared also as a separate book in Moscow 
in 1846, edited by P. Kulis. A second edition was prepared by Orest 
Levyckyj (Kiev, 1878) based on several copies of the chronicle, 
with a very valuable introduction by the editor.12

12 During recent decades the Chronicle of Samovydec has been the subject of many 
studies by Ukrainian historians. At first the question of authorship attracted the scholars. 
On the basis of research conducted by V. Modzalevskyj into the life of the Deputy General 
Treasurer Roman Rakuška, a prominent public figure in eighteenth century Ukraine (cf. 
Modzalevskyj, “Roman Rakuška, odin iz dejatelej Ruiny,” Trudy Černigovs){pj Gttberns\oj 
Komissii, X, 1913) several historians came to accept Rakuška as the author of this chronicle. 
This supposition was also strongly supported by the monograph on Samovydec’s Chronicle
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The most interesting among the Cossack Chroniclers is un
doubtedly Samijlo Velyčko, the secretary of the Zaporožian Host. 
We know that he began his career late in life by enrolling in the 
service of the Secretary General, Vasyl Leontievyč Kočubej. On 
various occasions he was entrusted with important official missions. 
In 1702 he took part in the campaign of the Ukrainian corps which 
was despatched to Poland to help Peter’s ally, King August. Around 
1704 he came to be employed permanently by the General Chan
cellery, where, as he himself puts it, he “was not the worst of those 
engaged in secretarial duties.” At the end of 1708 Velyčko was dis
missed from his post because of his close association with V. Kočubej, 
whom he always praises as “a kind, wise, and godfearing man,” in 
contrast to Mazepa whom he calls a “Machiavelli,” and “a sly fox.” 
Later, after the Swedish war, Velyčko found shelter in the home of 
the Kočubej s in Dykanka, and lived there until his death, devoting 
himself to teaching and writing. Before his death, which occurred 
when he was very old, he became blind.

Velyčko was a well educated man and knew Latin, Polish, and 
German. After completing his main historical work in 1720, he 
translated from the German into LTkrainian an extensive Cosmog
raphy (886 pp.), which was completed in Dykanka from his dic
tation in 1728. This translation was signed by Velyčko, who de
scribed himself as “a true son of Little Russia, of Chazar descent, 
and of all servants of the Zaporožian Host the humblest.” An 
excerpt from this Cosmography, dealing with the boundaries of 
the Muscovite state, was printed by O. Levyckyj in U\raina in 1914.

Velycko’s main work which has earned him a distinguished 
place in Ukrainian historiography is known as S\azani)e o vojne

by M. Pctrovskyj (Narysy z istorii Ulya'iny, I, Dcslidy nad Litopysom Samovydcja, Kharkiv, 
1930), and was finally approved by Michael Hruševskyj.

However, in the 1930’s Lev Okinševyč expressed the opinion that the author of 
Samovydec’s Chronicle was Ivan Bychovec ( “Do pytannja pro avtora litopysu Samovydcja,” 
Narysy z socio-e\ono micnoi istorii Ukrainy, UAN, (Kiev, 1932) pp. 1-26, while M. Voznjak 
( “Chtož avtor t.zv. Litopysu Samovydcja?” Zapys\y Nau\ouoho Touarystva im. Ševčen\a, 
CLIII) tried to prove that the author was a Korsun Colonel, Fedir Kandyba.

The most important contribution to the study of this chronicle, apart from M. Petrovskyj’s 
work, is the article by M. Hruševskyj: “Samovyčec “Ruiny” i jevo pozdnejšie otraženija,” 
Trudy Instytuta Slavjanovedenija Akademii Nauk SSSR, I. 1932, pp. 157-193.
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Kozac\oj (or in full: The Tale of the Cossac\ War against the 
Poles Begun by Zynovij Bohdan Chmelnyć\yj, the Hetman of 
the Zaporozian Host, hasting for Eight Years, and for the Poles 
and other States for Twelve Years. How he, Chmelnyćtyj, with 
the Help of Almighty God, Bro\e Loose with the Cossacks and 
Tartars from the Polish Yo\e and willingly Placed himself under 
the Rule of the Most Illustrious Russian Monarch, Ale\sej Michaj- 
lovič. Based on Wor\s of the German Author, Samuel Pufendorf13 
the Cossac\ Author Samuil Zor\a, and the Pole, Samuel Twar
dowski, 14 who Described this War in Polish Verse in his Wor\ 
Entitled " Wojna Domowa,” this Account is Related now in the 
Historical Style and in Little Russian Speech as Composed by 
Samijlo Velyc\o, Former Secretary of the Zaporozian General 
Chancellery, in the Village of Žu\y in Poltava District, in the 
Year 1720).

This sizable work of Velyčko has not come down to us complete; 
there are gaps for the periods 1649-52, and 1700-1723. Apart from 
the sources mentioned by Velyčko in the title, Kromer and Guag- 
nini are also cited. The author is well acquainted with contemporary 
Polish and Ukrainian literature; he quotes poems, satirical verses, 
panegyrics, epitaphia, Gizel’s Synopsis, and the works of Galjatov- 
śkyj. He is also familiar with the constitution of the Polish Sejm 
and speeches delivered in the Sejm which were printed in Krakow 
in 1677, and he illustrates his work frequently with the help of 
quotations from poetry, epitaphs, and orations.

The manuscript begins with the continuation of the diary of 
Matvij Tytlovskyj about the Chotyn war of 1620. There follows 
the “universal” proclamation by Ostrjanycja of 1638, a translation 
of Okolski’s diary, a biography of Chmelnyćkyj and an excerpt

Samuel Pufendorf (1632-1694), a well known German historian and jurist. Author of 
Commentariorum de rebus Sueccicis libri XXVI, (Utrecht, 1686), and De rebus a Carolo 
Gustavo Sueciae rege gestis commentariorum libri VIII, (Nuremberg, 1696).

14 Samuel Twardowski (1600-1660), Polish writer, participant in the Cossack wars. 
Wrote a poem Wojna domowa z \o za \i i Tatary, potym Szwedami i z Węgrzy, published 
in 1681. The hero of this poem is Prince J. Wiśniowieki and the Polish King, Jan Casimir. 
On the whole objective in its treatment of events, the poem was very popular among the 
Ukrainians. There were two Ukrainian translations of it, one by S. Velyčko, another by 
the secretary of the Lubni Regiment, Stefan Savyckyj.
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from Pufendorfs account of the causes of the Polish-Ukrainian 
wars. The narrative goes on to describe the period of Chmelnyckyj 
(with an omission for 1649-1652), the war between Poland and 
Sweden, and the times of “Ruin,” and ends with the year 1700.

The author’s point of view and his political and national orienta
tion are best expressed in his preface where he reveals the motives 
which prompted him to write his work and sets out his views on 
the task of a Ukrainian historian:

Is there anything so pleasant, kind reader, and so satisfying to the 
curious disposition of man, apart from his physical satisfactions, as 
the study of books and the knowledge of past events and human actions? 
I myself learned this when, being worried, I devoted myself to reading, 
and having learned of various human mishaps and tribulations, I have 
come to bear my own troubles with patience in accordance with the 
precept of the Bible. Moreover, having perused chronicles and histories 
of foreign nations, I saw in them a luminous glory unnoticed by me 
before.

The chivalrous and heroic deeds of our Sarmatian Cossack ancestors 
which equal those of foreign nations, have been left unrecorded by our 
writers and have been covered with a mantle of oblivion. And even if 
a Cossack writer wrote anything worthy, to preserve what he saw in 
his own time, he did this for the most part for his own use, in a few 
scanty words, without mentioning the causes or the results of what 
happened. If, in the writing of this old Cossack ancestor of ours there 
is anything praiseworthy, then it comes not only from our own lazy 
historians, but from foreign, Greek, Latin, German, and Polish his
torians who are difficult to translate into the Cossack language, and 
also impossible to obtain in Little Russia. . .

Hence, not because of idleness, but because I could not help following 
the old writers, I had not dared tc write about the past glories of famous 
Cossack war leaders.

However, in the years when the mighty Swedish army was in Poland 
and Saxony. . .  together with auxiliary Little Russian troops despatched 
by the Poles against the Swedes, traversing the Little Russian Ukraine 
from Korsun and Bila Cerkva to Volyn and into the Ruś Principalities 
as far as Lviv, Zamost, and Brody, I saw many towns and castles empty 
and deserted, and the walls constructed once by men to resemble hills, 
now serving as the home and refuge for wild beasts. The city walls such 
as I saw then in Čolnansk, Kons:antyniv, Berdyčiv, Zbaraž, and Sokal, 
as we passed them on our way, were but little populated, some of them
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quite abandoned, ruined, levelled to the ground and overgrown with 
weeds, only housing snakes, reptiles, and worms.

Having looked once more I saw the wide Ukrainian fields and valleys, 
forests and orchards, the oak groves and the ponds and lakes overgrown 
with moss and wild bush. Not in vain, however, did the Poles, regretting 
the loss of the Ukraine, call this country a paradise, because before the 
war of Chmelnyćkyj it was like another promised land, flowing with 
milk and honey.

There I saw in various places many human bones, dry and bare under 
the naked sky and I asked myself: Whose bones are these? My answer 
was: the bones of all those who died in these wastes. My heart and spirits 
were oppressed, since our beautiful land — the Little Russian Ukraine, 
which was before so full in the blessings of the world has now been 
turned by God’s will into a desert, and our own famous forefathers have 
been forgotten. I have asked many old people why this has happened, 
for what reasons and by whom was this land of ours turned into ruin, 
but their replies were different and contradictory. Therefore, I found 
it impossible to learn from these various explanations the true reason 
for the downfall and destruction of our country.

In order to find an answer to these painful questions about the 
bitter fate of his country, Velyčko turned to the historical works of 
Samuel Twardowski ( Wojna Domowa, Kališ, 1681), to Samuel 
Pufendorf (in Russian translation published in St. Petersburg in 
1718), and to the diary of Samijlo Zorka, the secretary to Bohdan 
Chmelnyćkyj,15 as well as “ to the annals and records of the 
Cossacks,” and used them as his main source of Ukrainian history. 
He thought his work very imperfect and at the end of his preface 
asked his readers to excuse and to amend the errors in his book.

Velycko’s work shows a serious attempt to combine the writing 
of a pragmatic history with an artistic purpose. While depicting the 
destruction of Lviv’s surroundings by the Tartars in 1670, he 
borrows the description directly from Tasso’s The Liberated Jeru
salem. Equally artistic is his description of the devastation of the 
right-bank Ukraine under the rule of Dorošenko: “and the Ukraine 
fell like Babylon.” In the opinion of Ikonnikov, the work of

15 The question of the authenticity of Zorka’s Diary was hotly debated by Ukrainian 
historians in the 1920’s. While P. Klepaćkyj defended the diary as being authentic, M. 
Petrovskyj declared it to be forged by Velyčko. Professor Dorošenko accepts the authenticity 
of Zorka’s work.
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Velyčko is a scholarly and well systematized history of the Ukraine. 
Professor V. Antonovyč has stressed the fact that the inclusion of 
many documents from the Cossack Chancellery and archives, such 
as hramoty, proclamations, letters, treaties, adds special value to 
this work of scholarship. The most characteristic features of Vely- 
cko’s style are his great sincerity, his deep feeling for artistic effects, 
and his sense of humor. The deep patriotism of Velyčko places him 
with the Ukrainian chroniclers of the Kiev Period, who also 
lamented the destruction of the Ukraine by the Mongols.

Velycko’s Chronicle was published in 1848-1864 by the Kiev 
Archeographical Commission, under the title Letopis sobytij v jugo 
zapadnoj Rossii v 17 v. Sostavil Samoil Velyčko, b. kancelaryst 
Vojska Zaporožskogo. 1720. Izdana Vremennoj Komissiej dla roz- 
bora drevnich aktov. Vol. I. Kiev, 1848, pp. 454-51— XXXVIII; 
Vol. II. Kiev, 1851, pp. 612 — XVII; Vol. III. Kiev, 1855, pp. XII — 
568; Vol. IV. Kiev 1864, pp. XI — 407.

The text of this edition was based on the copy belonging to 
M. Pogodin, which, it can be assumed, corresponded with the 
original. Later, another copy of the Chronicle, which had belonged 
to H. Poletyka, was found in the library of M. Sudijenko. Ten 
miniature portraits of the Hetmans were added to the published 
edition which was edited by M. Rigelman and I. Samčevskyj. The 
author’s preface was followed immediately by the S\azanije and 
not the introductory chapters which were printed in an appendix to 
Vol. IV. Like Samovydec, Velyčko wrote in good Ukrainian which 
he called either “ the Cossack language,” or “ the Little-Russian 
speech.” 16

Another prominent Cossack chronicler is Hryhorij Hrabjanka, 
who also devotes the greater part of his work to the period of 
Chmelnyćkyj. Hrabjanka came from Hadjač; in 1687 he was made 
the regimental justice, and in 1723 he went with Polubotok to 
St. Petersburg and was imprisoned there. In 1729, owing to the 
intervention of Hetman Apoštol, Hrabjanka was appointed colonel

The Archeographic Commission of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, under the 
chairmanship of M. Hruševskyi, published Velycko’s Chronicle, 1, (Kiev, 1926) as the first 
volume of Monumentu Litterarum U\rainicarum.
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at Hadjač. He lost his life in the campaign against the Tartars in 
1738.

Hrabjanka was a well-read man, and had a good knowledge of 
foreign literature. His work is entitled Dejstvija prezelnoj brani 
(or in full: The Events of the Most Bitter War of Bohdan Chmel
nyćkyj, Zaporožian Hetman, against the Poles at the Time of the 
Most Illustrious Polish Kings, Vladyslav and Casimir, Begun in 
1648 and Not Ended Ten Years after Chmelnyćkyj’s Death Com
posed from Many Chronicles, a Diary Written during that War 
and Eyewitness Accounts by Hryhorij Hrabjanka in Hadjač in 
1710).

Hrabjanka’s main sources, as he himself lists them, are the fol
lowing: (1) “A diary of our soldiers, written in the camp,” (2) 
“Church and lay chronicles,” (3) Gizel’s Synopsis, works of Kromer, 
Bielski, Stryjkowski, Guagnini, Kochowski,17 Twardowski, Pufen- 
dorf, and Hibner, (4) official documents (privileges, letters, treaties, 
lists of Hetmans and colonels, and verses).

There are two editions of Hrabjanka’s work: (a) the earlier, rich 
in Church Slavicisms and full of verses, published by the Kiev 
Archeographical Commission; (b) the later, containing many 
russicisms, without any verses, published by Tumanśkyj in 1793. 
The popularity of Hrabjanka’s work can be seen from the fact 
that about twenty copies of it have been preserved.

The Events of the Most Bitter War is primarily a monograph 
on Chmelnyćkyj, although it contains the history of the Ukraine 
from the earliest times to the election of Hetman Skoropadlkyj 
in 1708. However, the period of Chmelnyćkyj is treated in great 
detail, while the events preceding it are summarized in an intro
ductory chapter, entitled The Origin of the Name of the Cossac\s 
and a Short Summary of their Earliest History. In attempting to 
explain the origin and the name of the Cossacks, Hrabjanka pole- 
micizes with the Polish writers on the question of the name “Cos
sack.” He disputes Kochowski’s claim that the word is derived

17 Wespazjan Kochowski (1633-1699), participated in the Vienna campaign of 1683. 
Author of Annalium Poloniae ab obitu Vladislavi IV Climacteres where he deals with the 
events of 1648-1676.



from “koza” (goat), “since they (the Cossacks) were first occupied 
with the care of goats and later showed goat-like swiftness in 
battle.” He also objects to Stryjkowski’s assumption that “the word 
derives from the name of an ancient leader, Kozak, who defeated the 
Tartars on many occasions.” Hrabjanka’s own explanation is that 
“the word “Cossack” comes from “Kozar,” an ancient Scythian 
tribe, which descended from Homer, the first son of Japhet.” Ac
cording to Hrabjanka, the Mongols, after having destroyed the 
Chazar Empire, began to call the “Kozars”—“Cossacks.”

The early history of Kiev Ruś occupies a very short space (14 
pages). It is followed by an account of the Cossacks’ retreat behind 
the Dnieper rapids, as a result of Polish pressure. The Church 
Union, the Polish oppression of Ukrainians and the injustice done 
to Chmelnyćkyj by Czapliński are given as the causes of the Cos
sack rebellions. The events of 1648-1655 are divided into twelve 
sections, which form the main part of the work. After Chmel- 
nyckyj’s death, events are described only sketchily and become a 
mere chronological list. The ideal and the hero of the whole work 
is Bohdan Chmelnyćkyj.

An edition of Hrabjanka’s work appeared in 1854, published by 
the Kiev Archeographical Commission and prepared on the basis 
of six different copies, one of which used to belong to H. Poletyka. 
Several pages depicting the dissatisfaction of the Ukrainians with 
the Moscow rule during the times of Brjuchoveckyj were deleted 
by the censorship. They were printed in 1894 by O. Lazarev skyj in 
Kievskaja Starina (X I). Lazarevskyj expressed doubt as to the 
authenticity of Hrabjanka’s Chronicle, but when a new copy of it 
dating from 1756 was discovered in Soročynci, he accepted Hrab
janka’s authorship (Kievskaja Starina, 1897, I I I ) .18

The writing, copying and compiling of chronicles was very 
widely spread in the left-bank Ukraine in the first decades of the 
eighteenth century. It was encouraged by the Cossack elders (star- 
syna) who were intensely interested in the past. Such chronicles

18 Hrabjanka’s Chronicle was the subject of several studies in the 1930’s. The most 
valuable of them is the posthumous article by M. Hrusevskyj ( “Ob ukrainskoj istoriografii 
XVIII v. Neskolko soobraženij,” Izvestija Akademii N au\ SSSR, 1934, No. 3, pp. 215-223).
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were often written or compiled by men in high office. Apart from 
Colonel Hrabjanka’s Chronicle we also have a Kronic\a (1452-1715) 
written by Pavlo Polubotok,19 which was included in his diary by 
Jakiv Markovyc.

In the thirties of the eighteenth century there appeared a Short 
Description of Little Russia which is considered to be an attempt 
to change Hrabjanka’s Chronicle into a didactic history of the 
Ukraine. Apparently with this aim in mind, the author of this 
chronicle tries to link the Kiev period with the Cossack period 
of Ukrainian history. 20 His style is clear and simple, free from 
Hrabjanka’s rhetoric. In the language there are no traces of Church 
Slavic or Polish, although foreign words are very numerous and 
there is considerable Russian influence. Ukrainian is mostly mani
fest in phonetics. The Short Description was a very popular work, 
and Hetman Rozumovskyj ordered a copy of it to be made and 
given to the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences. It was first pub
lished by V. Ruban in 1777 (Kratkßja Letopis Malyja Rossiy s 1506 
po 1776 god, St. Petersburg, 1777), under the editorship of the 
former Kiev colonel, Secretary Bezborodko, who added to it his own 
account of the events from 1734-1776, supplied an “explanation of 
actual methods of government of Little Russia” and appended a 
list of the Hetmans and high ranking Cossack officers. The Short 
Description enjoyed its greatest popularity in the second half of 
the eighteenth century.

It also provided the material for another historical work com
piled in 1742, Letopisec Hi \rat\oje opysanije (or in full: Chronicle 
or a Short Description of Important Events, and what Happened, 
and in what Year in the Little Russian Ukraine, on Both Ban\s of 
the Dnieper, and who the Hetman actually Was, and at what Time). 
The narrative continues as far as 1737. The author belonged to the 
Cossack starsyna who were elevated after the Swedish war. He has 
no love for Mazepa and writes that “Mazepa perished in Bendery, 
in the ninetieth year of his wicked life.” Similarly, in his opinion, 
“ the memory of the perjurer and traitor, Orlyk, has faded.” How

i e  Pavlo Polubotok, appointed Hetman of the Ukraine from 1722 to 1724.
2 0 The Krat\o je Opisanije terminates with entries for 1734.



ever, he remembers with sorrow the fate of Baturyn, and he is very 
dissatisfied with the establishment of the Little Russian Board. “This 
Board (Kolegija)”, he writes, “existed until 1728. Many worthy 
men were murdered and all kinds of levies were imposed and 
the poor people suffered from usurious practices. Such trickery was 
used by the members of the Board, and no record was kept of 
bribes accepted in cash; they milked Little Russia thoroughly” (in 
Antonovyc’s edition, p. 55).

The author, a well educated man, knew Latin, and his language, 
although full of russicisms, is close to the spoken language. In his 
book he is reserved and modest; however, he does not like the 
Zaporožians, whom he accuses of robberies committed in 1663 and 
apparently condoned by Brjuchoveckyj. His work was published 
by Mykola Bilozerśkyj (]uznoruss\ija letopisi, Kiev, 1856); a 
second edition, based on a different version was edited by V. An- 
tonovyč (Sborni\ letopisej, Kiev, 1888).

Of the later Cossack chronicles, all dating from the middle of 
the eighteenth century, the following deserve to be mentioned:

Povest (or in full: A Tale of what Happened in the Ukraine, how 
it Came under Lithuanian Rule, until the Death of the Hetman of 
the Zaporozian Host, Bohdan Chmelnyć\yj). It was edited and 
published by O. Bodjanśkyj in Moscow (1847).

Letopisec (or in full: A Chronicle of Ruthenian and Polish Lands; 
what Happened in what Year). This work is divided into two 
parts: the first, written on the right-bank Ukraine, deals with the 
period from 1587 to 1691; the second, written in Černyhiv, en
compasses the period between 1692 and 1750. The first part is the 
more important for a historian. This chronicle which, in all prob
ability, was written by three authors, is characterized by its very 
pure language. The general tone is objective, with very few reflec
tions. Somko and his comrades are referred to as “martyrs.” It 
contains many interesting details* such as the circumstances of 
Vyhovskyj’s death, and the Turkish attack on the Krechiv Monastyr 
in Galicia in 1672. This chronicle has been edited several times. The 
first edition was prepared in 1856 by M. Bilozerśkyj (Juznoruss\ija 
letopisi) who named the chronicle “Černyhiv” after the place in
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which it was found. The second edition prepared by O. Lazarevskyj, 
included the part covering the period 1703-1725, which must have 
been written by one of the Hetman’s secretaries who was an eye
witness of Polubotok’s arrest.

Soon after the abolition of the Hetmanate in the Ukraine in 
1764, there appeared other historical works which summarize, as 
it were, the periods of the independent, and later, autonomous 
Cossack Ukraine.

The author of the first of them is Petro Ivanovyč Symonovskyj, 
the staff companion (bunčukovyj tovaryš). He was born in 1710 
or 1711, graduated from the Mohyla Academy in Kiev, and studied 
in Warsaw, Koenigsberg, Halle, Leipzig, and Paris. After return
ing home he wrote in 1765 A Short Description of the Cossac\ 
Little Russian People and of its Military Exploits, Compiled from 
Various Foreign Sources: German — Biisching, Latin — Bezoldi, 
French — Chevalier; 21 and Ruthenian Manuscripts by the Staff 
Companion, Petro Symonovskyj in 1765.

Apart from the sources mentioned, Symonovskyj also used Hrab- 
janka’s Chronicle. His work begins with the chapter on the “Ex
planation of the name ‘Cossack’ ” in which he gives a brief history 
of the Ukraine compressed into three pages, mentions the Cos
sack sea-faring expedition and cites the letter of Sirko to the Sultan 
as a proof of the Cossack bravery. The other chapters deal with 
the first Hetman, Prince Ružynskyj, Hetman Pidkova, Hetman 
Nalyvajko, Hetman Chmelnyćkyj and other Hetmans. The chron
icle ends with the description of the election of Hetman Rozumov- 
śkyj in Hluchiv on 22 February, 1750. It is obvious that the author 
was not pleased with the abolition of the Hetmanate, since he be
lieved “that the termination of the Hetman government was harm
ful to Little Russia.”

Symonovskyj’s Chronicle was edited by O. Bodjanśkyj in Čtenija, 
No. 2. Moscow, 1847, and also appeared separately.

Another writer of that period, Stefan Lukomśkyj, was a little

21 Pierre Chevalier, Histoire de la guerre des Cosaques contre la Pologne, avec un 
discours de leur origine, payes, moers, gouvernement et religion (Paris, 1663). An English 
translation of this work appeared in London in 1672.
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older than Symonovskyj. He was born in 1701 in Uman. His 
father, Vasyl, fought in the ranks of Palij’s army and then went over 
to the left-bank Ukraine. Stefan graduated from the Kiev Academy 
in 1730. In 1731, on orders from Hetman Apostoł, he was given 
a post in the office of the General Chancellery; later he became the 
Colonel Quartermaster of the Pryluky regiment.

While still a captain at Pryluky, Lukomśkyj translated from the 
Polish the diary of Okolski Of the war between Ostrjanycja and 
the Poles, supplementing it with his own account of the events be
tween 1639-1648. Later he translated from the Polish the notes on 
the Polish-Turkish war of 1620-21 by Tytlowski, again adding to 
them much of his own material. Lukomśkyj designed both these 
translations as an introduction to his translation of Twardowski’s 
poem Wojna Domowa. At the end of his life, in 1770, when already 
in retirement, he wrote Sobranije istoričeskoje (A historical Com
pilation from the Works of Guagnini and Ancient Chronicles). It 
comprises the period from the time of Gedymin to the end of the 
sixteenth century. It was printed in 1878 as an appendix to the 
Chronicle of Samovydec. Lukomskyj’s translations were published 
earlier (1864) in the fourth volume of Velycko’s Chronicle. His 
autobiography was published by Orest Levyckyj in Kievs\aja Starina, 
IX, 1890.
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